Predicting new user behavior has always been a challenging issue in intelligent recommender systems. This challenge is mainly due to the extreme asymmetry of information between new users and old users. Existing factorization models can efficiently process and map asymmetric information, but they are not good at mining deep relationships between contexts when compressing high-dimensional data. In contrast, neural network methods can deeply exploit the relationship between contexts; however, their training cost is much larger than factorization approaches. Therefore, this paper proposes a scalable and efficient recommender to solve the new user problem by filling the gap between factorization models and neural networks. The scalable part is a neural network that can jointly encode, compress, and fuse various types of contexts. The efficient part is a factorization model based on a correlation constraint mechanism and a projection strategy, which enables an asymmetric mapping of information between old and new users. The entire recommender fuses the two parts so that the factorization model and the neural network can complement each other. The experimental results show that our approach can achieve a good balance between performance and training efficiency compared to state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In intelligent recommender systems, user behavior such as clicking, tagging or writing reviews is a direct expression of user preferences. Recommendation technology predicts a user's future behavior by modeling the user's past behavior [1] . However, when a user has little or no past behavior, it causes a cold-start problem [2] . A precise categorization of cold-start was proposed in [3] , where cold-start tasks were classified into three sub-tasks from both user and item perspectives. From the user perspective, the cold-start situation can be classified into incomplete (or moderate) cold-start and complete (or extreme) cold-start situations [4] , [5] . An incomplete cold-start problem means that the user has only a small amount of behavior, which can actually be classified as The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongtao Hao. a sparsity problem. In contrast, a complete cold-start issue refers to users having no record of behavior other than their profiles, who are often called ''new users''. Because of its wide range of applications, the new user problem has received much attention from researchers in various cold-start studies [4] . In this paper, we focus on the new user problem in the case of a completely cold-start issue. The key to solving this problem is how to make full use of user profiles to predict their behavior. A user's profile can be the user's own attribute [6] - [8] or other information besides the behavior. We collectively refer to this available user information as user profiles. In particular, the popular factorization models [9] , [10] of solving new user problems can be uniformly expressed as a general linear approach [11] , as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Assume that a user's behavior on the item set I can be represented by ratings on that item set, which is denoted by a rating matrix R. This representation can unify diverse user behavior and use ratings to represent the strength of user behavior. Let a user's profile P be represented in matrix U . The goal of the general model is to learn the relationship between the user's profile and its past behavior, which is represented by a profile-behavior matrix W p I . We use three old users and two new users in this example to illustrate the process of new user behavior prediction. Because the three old users {u o1 , u o2 , u o3 } have both profile and behavior, the weight matrix W p I can be learned by training the product of U o and W p I to approximate the old users' past behavior R o . The profile-behavior matrix W p I represents the implicit relationship between user profiles and user behavior, regardless of specific users. Therefore, although W p I is trained by the information of the old users, it can be used for behavior prediction of new users. Specifically, the two new users' behavior matrix R n can be predicted by multiplying U n and W p I . Although most new user models can be unified into this factorization framework, many research details still need to be carefully considered.
First, the connection between the new user's profile P n and the old user's profile P o is not enough because the information related to a user includes not only the user's own profile, but also related information between users, such as a friend relationship. In the relevant literature [12] , the information associated with the user is referred to as ''user context''. Therefore, effectively utilizing the user context is the key to determining the similarities between new users and old users. Second, in addition to the user context, old users contain much more information than new users. In particular, the rich information associated with old users can include not only user contexts, but also item attributes, and user-item interactions [8] , [13] . To clearly express different types of user information, we uniformly define the information of both new users and old users from the perspective of context-aware recommender systems (CARS) [12] , [14] as follows.
• OLD USER INFORMATION -User context: the information related to a specific user, e.g., age, gender, friends. -User-rated item context: the attributes of the items that users have ever interacted with, e.g., category, location, stars.
-User behavior context: the information related to user behavior, e.g., click, rate, review score, review date.
• NEW USER INFORMATION -User context: the information related to a specific user, e.g., age, gender, friends.
This definition clearly shows that the information between new users and old users is asymmetric. Therefore, our research question is: how to organize old user information efficiently and map it to a new user context to predict the new user's behavior.
Research Difficulty and Limitations. The research difficulty is that the old user rated-item context is not directly related to the new user context, nor is the old user behavior context. Moreover, large contexts that are associated with old users can make the data dimension too high to be effectively used. Existing factorization models [5] , [11] , [15] can efficiently solve new user problems through dimensionality reduction and information migration. However, using a factorization approach to reduce dimensionality might lose considerable useful information. In contrast, deep neural network models [16] , [17] can effectively learn rich information, reduce information loss and compress it. However, in most cases, the training efficiency of deep networks is much lower than that of the factorization models.
Therefore, by combining factorization models and neural networks to overcome the limitations of both, we propose a Scalable Context-aware Recommender (SCR) to efficiently solve the new user problem. Different from the existing methods, SCR has the advantage of not only making full use of the neural network's information representation capability, but also using factorization models to improve training efficiency. Our contributions can be listed as follows:
1) We propose a Scalable Context Encoder (SCE) based on neural networks to jointly encode various contexts related to old users in depth. SCE can address the shortcomings of factorization-based principal component extraction by learning the deep relationship between different types of contexts.
2) To solve the problem of information asymmetry efficiently, we design a correlation constraint mechanism as a bridge to connect several old users and a new user. Based on the correlation constraints, we propose a projection strategy to map the behavior space of several old users to the behavior space of a new user.
3) We propose a Scalable Context-aware Recommender (SCR) based on fusing the correlation constraint mechanism and projection strategy to avoid time-consuming neural network training. In particular, the training of the SCR can be carried out in parallel to efficiently predict new user behavior. 4) In the experiment, we compared our approach with related state-of-the-art methods, which proves that the SCR can not only improve performance, but also complete training faster than the other models with more contexts being encoded.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, some research work related to our approach is introduced. Section III highlights the details of our method. Section IV discusses the experimental process and results. Finally, in Section V, we summarize our work and provide a vision for future research.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce recent studies on solving the new user problem. Then, we discuss some research work on context-aware recommendation and auto-encoders, which are related to our model.
A. NEW USER PROBLEM
The new user problem is caused by a lack of user behavior such as rate, click or review [4] . This problem can be addressed by collecting additional information to assist recommendation, such as conducting a user interview or questionnaire [18] , making use of user profiles or item attributes [9] , [11] , or utilizing the user's social network information [19] . Based on the side information, factorization models [20] are useful in finding the relationship between user profiles and behavior. For example, by extending the aspect model, [21] leveraged user profiles to propose a triadic aspect model for new users. Moreover, similarity calculation [4] , [22] and neighbor usage [23] are often integrated into factorization approaches. For instance, user and item similarity data is exploited to propose a generic algorithm on the basis of matrix completion to alleviate the new user problem [24] . Existing factorization models can be unified in the following linear regression framework:
here the weight matrix W in Equation 1 is the user profile-behavior matrix W p I in Figure 1 . The old user profile U o and behavior R o can help train W to implement behavior prediction of new user as follows.
where U new is new user profile and R new is the predicted new user behavior. Based on the general linear framework, [11] enforced the weight matrix W to be low rank to propose the state-of-the-art model named LoCo. Being different from these existing methods, W is a context-behavior matrix in our work. We cannot obtain the new user behavior by using Equation 2, because old users have three types of contexts as defined in Section I, while new users only have user context. Instead, we leverage the ensemble techniques of context-aware recommendation as introduced in Section II-B.
B. CONTEXT-AWARE RECOMMENDATION
One category of context-aware recommendation (CAR) adds contexts to achieve recommendations with existing collaborative filtering techniques. For instance, the Sparse Linear Method (SLIM) [25] can be extended by item contexts to accomplish CAR. Another type of CAR directly models contexts to implement recommendation. Tensor Factorization [26] is a representative method that has the ability to model contexts intuitively. General approaches such as the context neighbor recommender [12] and the general factorization framework [14] are also designed for directly modeling contexts. In contrast to using original contexts, some researchers recommend choosing important contexts to improve model performance [26] , whereas other researchers improve the accuracy by extracting hidden patterns from the original contexts [27] .
In addition to those single models, ensemble learning [28] - [31] can be useful in CAR. For example, [29] employed gradient boosting techniques to organize and optimize rich attributes in a context-aware factorization framework. Reference [28] also utilized boosting trees to mine and integrate the global and local preferences of users. From the neighborhood perspective, [12] integrated both user and item contexts in a general ensemble framework to provide recommendations. Such ensemble approaches motivate us to predict behavior for new users by finding their old user neighbors [32] . Furthermore, because the choice of neighbors has a great impact on performance [33] , we have improved the neighbor selection method of ensemble learning in our method to improve performance. To the best of our knowledge, most context-aware methods use pure matrix factorization techniques or pure neural network techniques [13] . In contrast, our work combine these two techniques to make full use of the learning capabilities of neural networks and use matrix factorization to achieve efficient recommendations.
C. DEEP AUTO ENCODER
The input of the CAR model largely affects the performance of that model. For example, by using principal component analysis (PCA) and deep auto-encoder (AE) techniques, [27] extracted latent contexts to replace the original contexts as input to the model to improve performance. In our approach, we adopt AE techniques [34] to encode original contexts as the optimized input of the SCR. The auto-encoder tries to reconstruct the input data into an approximate representation through the encoding and decoding processes. From this perspective, the AE can be a specific neural network or a general framework [35] . The advantage of an AE framework is that it can encode and fuse heterogeneous data [16] and then the encoded information can be utilized to discover a user's hidden preferences. Due to different application tasks, there are multiple versions of AEs, such as the denoising auto-encoder (DAE) [34] and the variational auto-encoder (VAE) [36] . Both the DAE [37] and the VAE [17] have demonstrated to be useful in handling large scale side information for context-aware recommendations. In particular, the side information of users and items can be incorporated into user and item factors via the DAE [38] , which illustrates a method for jointly training the encoder and the factorization model in recommender systems. Furthermore, the compressed contextual data generated by AE can well reflect user preferences [39] . However, such training might be inefficient, especially when the contexts are rich. Therefore, we propose encoding the rich contexts first and then combining various encoded contexts as the input of the SCR to speed up behavior prediction. Based on this idea, the linear auto-encoder (LAE) [40] can be improved to achieve our goal.
III. SCALABLE CONTEXT-AWARE RECOMMENDATION FOR NEW USERS
We divide the research question in Section I into two subproblems. One is how to effectively organize the rich contexts of old users. The other problem is how to link the optimized contexts with new users to predict their behavior. Therefore, we solve these two sub-problems by designing a recommender that contains two components. The first component is a Scalable Context Encoder (SCE) that encodes and compresses the original contexts of old users. The second component is a Scalable Context-aware Recommender (SCR) that uses local low-rank approximation techniques to associate new users with optimized contexts. The details of these two parts are introduced in Section III-A and Section III-B, respectively.
A. SCALABLE CONTEXT ENCODER (SCE)
As defined in Section I, the rich contexts associated with the old users include the user context, the user-rated item context, and the user behavior context. We first convert the format of these three categories of contexts into the one-hot encoding format to unify continuous and discrete values. The one-hot representation of context can enhance the impact of the data. However, this form of representation is prone to produce considerable invalid information, especially when the dimensions are very high [27] . Although the truncated SVD (singular value decomposition) [8] , [11] technique for low-rank factorization can extract the metadata from high-dimensional data, the correlation between various types of data has not been fully considered. Moreover, this category of principal component extraction technique cannot flexibly combine extracted metadata to improve performance. Therefore, we propose a Scalable Context Encoder (SCE) based on AE techniques to solve these problems. Given A as a class of functions from R n to R m and B as a class of functions from R m to R n . Let C O be the original context, E C ∈ A be a context encoder function, and D C ∈ B be a context decoder function. The architecture of SCE can be generalized as the following loss function:
where T is the number of context types and • indicates the connection between layers in the neural network. is a distortion function (e.g. Hamming distance or L p norm), and we adopt the L 2 norm in the training process. The highlight of SCE is that it can learn the deep relationship between different types of contexts while compressing these contexts through Equation 3. Furthermore, SCE is a general framework that can be implemented in many different ways. To simplify and explain its workflow, we implement three linear auto-encoders (LAE) to encode and decode three categories of one-hot contextual vectors. Each LAE contains an encoder and a decoder whose structures are symmetrical. To illustrate, we show the encoder structure of an SCE in Figure 2 . Specifically, we use a 2-hidden layer structure for an encoder or a decoder as presented in Equation 4 .
where C out ∈ R J ×d indicates the output matrix and C in ∈ R J ×d is the input matrix, J denotes the number of users and d indicates the dimension of the original vector. The activation functions G and F are both set to be the sigmoid function σ (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)). The weights and biases of the first and the second hidden layers are denoted by
Here h 1 and h 2 are the dimensions of the first and the second hidden layers, respectively. The encoding process is the process of compressing sparse long vectors into dense short vectors. The encoded vector C E can be obtained by compressing the original vector C in in a certain proportion such as h 2 /d. Because d denotes the dimension of the original vector that is fixed, we can make the encoding vector scalable by adjusting h 2 . The length of h 2 can be adjusted manually or through a grid search of hyper-parameters. This mechanism shows that our context encoder is scalable because it can encode contextual vectors based on their type instead of uniformly compressing all types of vectors, such as low-rank principal component extraction techniques. The second meaning of scalable is that when the encoding is finished, we can combine the other two types of contexts (i.e., user-rated item context, user behavior context) with user contexts in various ways to obtain an optimized input to the recommender. 
B. SCALABLE CONTEXT-AWARE RECOMMENDER (SCR)
The main role of the SCE as described in Section III-A is to reduce the dimension of the original context, because it is obviously difficult to learn a high-dimensional context-behavior matrix to predict the behavior of new users. Therefore, SCE compresses the original contexts to facilitate learning a smaller encoded context-behavior matrix. However, if we use existing methods to learn the relationship between encoded context and behavior, it does not directly help solve the new user problem. Because the encoded old user context cannot be directly mapped to the context of the new user, we cannot directly use the encoded context-behavior matrix for new user behavior prediction. Recall that Section I mentions that the only intersection between new user information and old user information is the user context. Therefore, one solution is to learn the correlation between the new user context and various old user contexts by a deep neural network. Then, the correlation can be used as a bridge to connect the context-behavior matrices of new users and old users. However, the training cost of the deep network is very large. In contrast, the correlation between a new user u new and an old user u o based on a kernel function K h (u new , u o ) is easier to learn. In this case, the predicted new user context-behavior matrix can be approximated in an N kernel regression form based on the local low-rank approximation (LLORMA) [41] techniques as follows.
where we improve the kernel smoothing strategy commonly used in LLORMA by defining K h (u new , u 
Here the constraint rank(R
o as a local low rank approximation matrix with rank r, which can be instantiated as an old user's context-behavior prediction matrixR (n) o . P is a space projection operator that can be instantiated into a distance function such as Hamming distance or Euclidean distance (L 2 norm). Thus, by using the neighborhood relationship as a bridge, we can fuse the behavior characteristics of the old user neighbors to predict the behavior of the new user. Furthermore, our neighbor integration framework allows us to efficiently use the information learned by the neural network; This strategy of connecting neural networks to factorization model effectively improves the training efficiency compared with existing pure neural networks. Figure 3 illustrates the specific working mechanism of a 2-neighbor version Scalable Context-aware Recommender (SCR) based on correlation and projection strategies, which associates the neural network of part a with the factorization model of part b through encoded contexts. Two old users u o1 , u o2 are associated with two local encoded context-behavior matrices, where a specific region indicates some context-behavior relationship. In order to address the new user issue, we multiply each local matrix by a different old user neighbor context before projecting N local prediction values. For example, the two local matrices are multiplied by the contextual vectors of user u o1 and user u o2 , respectively. Moreover, these two context vectors are constrained by two correlations K h (u new , u o1 ) and K h (u new , u o2 ). In this case, we actually obtain the weighted behavior vectors of the two old user neighbors, and then fuse them together to generate the predicted behavior vector of the new user. This kind of correlation constraint can not only express the contribution of different neighbors, but also improve the training efficiency of the SCR. After predicting the new user behavior, we can obtain the recommended item list by sorting the new user's behavior scores on all items in a descending order. The detailed implementation of SCR is introduced in the next session.
C. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SCR
According to the above description, the SCR contains N local models. We instantiate the projection operator P into the Euclidean distance (L 2 norm), then, the objective function of the n-th local model can be formally defined as:
here the subscript o indicates old users and we assume that there are J users and I items. R ∈ R C×I refers to the encoded context-behavior matrix of the n-th local model, which is the only parameter that needs to be trained. Because the superscript (n) refers to not only the n-th local model but also the n-th old user neighbor, S (n) ∈ R J ×1 indicates the instantiated correlation K h between J new users' contexts and their n-th old user neighbor contexts. In the training process, the k-th column of W (n) can be updated by coordinate descent using the following analytical expression.
where λ 2 is the L-2 regularization term and I ∈ R C×C is a unit matrix. The subscript k denotes the k-th column of a matrix, e.g., R o . In particular, S (n) refers to a diagonal matrix adopting the elements of S (n) as its diagonal elements.
In the prediction of new user behavior, S (n) can be written as S (n) new . Unlike the use of user-item pairs as anchor points in LLORMA, our approach uses old user neighbors as anchor points in local models. In addition, we use the cosine similarity with the softmax constraint as the value of S (n) new , which is assigned to the n-th local model by the notation that denotes the element-wise product with broadcasting. It is worth noting that the training of each local model in SCR can be carried out in parallel, that is, the local models do not affect each other. Moreover, S (n) new is actually unknown during training before the new user arrives. Therefore, we can accelerate the learning process without considering S new can play its role in constraining each local model to discriminate the influences of different neighbors during the prediction process. In this case, the model has a closed form solution as follows.
The training and predicting processes of SCR are shown in Algorithm 1. The first part is the Scalable Context until stopping criterion met 9: Store the local context-behavior matrix W (n) . 10 the n-th normalized correlation S (n) new ∈ R J ×1 is used to constrain the n-th local model; and all weighted local results are accumulated to generate the global prediction of the new user behavior R new .
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATA PREPROCESSING
We conducted experiments on the Yelp Challenge Dataset 1 that involves a wealth of user reviews (behavior) on a variety of businesses (items). It contains rich contexts to evaluate our context-aware approach for new users. Each review contains an attribute named 'stars' that can be viewed as the user's preference for the reviewed business. We selected four business categories from the Yelp dataset to conduct our experiments: ''Home & Garden'', ''Hotels & Travel'', ''Coffee & Tea'', and ''Arts & Entertainment''. We randomly selected 50% of users to be new users in each dataset, and the remaining 50% were treated as old users for training. The statistic information of the four datasets is listed in Table 1 .
We also chose contexts that can reflect the characteristics of users, businesses, and reviews. The business contexts contain 'categories', 'city', 'is_open', 'review_count', 'stars', and 'state'. The review contexts include 'date', 'cool', 'funny', and 'useful'. For user contexts, behavior-related contexts such as 'fans', 'average_stars' and 'review_count' were excluded to simulate new users. (e.g., the reason why people became 'fans' of others is mainly because they like the reviews others wrote). In contrast, the attribute 'friends' was considered new user contexts because the friendship information was derived from other social communities, such as Facebook, and has no direct relation to review behavior. We mainly considered the impact of contextual environments such as user 'friends', business 'categories', and review 'dates' but did not go into the text content of reviews as it requires natural language processing techniques for further analysis. In context preprocessing, we used the one-hot encoding method to unify the context formats. For discrete contexts such as 'friends' we coded them directly; for continuous contexts such as 'date' and 'stars' we employed the binning mechanism to perform one-hot encoding. In particular, 'date' is a special attribute in a review that can have a large number of consecutive values. For instance, the duration of reviews in the ''Home & Garden'' dataset was from 2005 to 2017, whereas the review duration in the ''Arts & Entertainment'' dataset was from 2004 to 2017, both of which covered thousands of days. To efficiently encode the 'date' 1 http://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge attribute, we uniformly set the number of bins to 1, 000, meaning that each bin spanned over 4 days. After preprocessing, the dimensions of all one-hot encoded vectors, including user, business, and review contexts, are listed in Table 2 . The three types of contexts are used as the input to SCE to generate optimized and compressed encoding information, which are further utilized in SCR to implement behavior prediction of new users. In the following sections, we discuss the results of the experiments performed through a 10-fold cross validation, with metrics Recall, NDCG, and AUC to evaluate the algorithm's performance. We calculate the AUC metric according to the criteria in paper [42] ; and the standard definitions of Recall and NDCG are shown below.
Recall =
Recommended items that are relevant Total number of relevant items (10)
Here a particular position p in Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) indicates the item ranking position in the recommendation list. rel i = 1 means item i is relevant; otherwise rel i = 0. DCG reaches its maximum value DCG max when all the items are relevant.
B. THE TRAINING OF SCE
The Scalable Context Encoder (SCE) encodes the contexts of users, businesses, and reviews. A user's contexts comes directly from her or his one-hot contextual vector. The other two types of contexts are both user-related. A user's business context information is the aggregation of all her or his related business contextual vectors (''related'' means the user reviewed those businesses). Similarly, the review context of a specific user refers to the sum of all her or his review contextual vectors. Therefore, the business context and the review context are the user-rated item context and the user behavior context, respectively. We set the values of hyper-parameters according to the number of users and the length of the vector to allow the training of the encoder to converge. The settings of hyper-parameters are listed in Table 3 .
The dimensions of the first and second hidden layers vary with the length of the contextual vector, which is why the encoder is called a Scalable Context Encoder. The dimensions of the two layers can be adjusted manually or through a grid search of hyper-parameters. Because we use grid search in the SCR, here we simply set their dimensions manually to speed up the searching process of the hyper-parameters. Specifically, we set the dimension of the first hidden layer to 20% of the original context vector and set the dimension of the second hidden layer to 5% of the original vector. Moreover, it can be seen from Table 2 that the dimensions of the user contextual vectors in the last three datasets (i.e., Hotels & Travel, Coffee & Tea, Arts & Entertainment) are higher than those of the other contextual vectors. Thus, we set the encoding ratios to 10% of the first hidden layer and 2% of the second hidden layer to accelerate training. Based on the settings, the convergence trends of SCE on four datasets are shown in Figure 4 .
In each dataset, it can be seen that the numbers of iterations needed for the convergence of the business encoder and the review encoder are similar, because the dimensions of the business and review vectors are similar in Table 2 . However, the dimensions of the user vector in the last three datasets are higher than that of the first dataset. Higher vector dimensions require more iterations to guarantee convergence, so the numbers of iterations of the user encoders for the last three datasets are relatively larger as shown in Table 3 . Correspondingly, the learning rates and batch sizes also need to be adjusted according to the numbers of iterations. To fully utilize the encoded contextual vectors, we combined them in various ways to implement scalable new user behavior predictions. In particular, we used three combinations, namely, USER-BUSINESS, USER-REVIEW, and USER-BUSINESS-REVIEW, to compare with pure USER contexts. In the next section, we examine the contributions of these four types of encoded contexts in the comparison of our approach with the state-of-the-art methods.
C. THE EVALUATION OF SCR BY METHOD COMPARISONS
As introduced in Section I, a unified linear framework can be used to learn a context-behavior matrix to implement the behavior prediction of new users. Specifically, in the training step, a user behavior matrix can be factorized into two sub-matrices, namely, the user context matrix and user context-behavior matrix, where the user context matrix is known, and the user context-behavior matrix is learned. Therefore, some popular factorization models, such as Bayesian personalized ranking for matrix factorization (BPR-MF) [42] and the sparse linear method (SLIM) [25] , can be embedded in this framework to solve new user problems. For example, we can fix the user matrix in BPR-MF as the user context matrix and the item matrix as the context-behavior matrix for learning. We call the new version of BPR-MF as CoMF. Similarly, the rating matrix and coefficient matrix in SLIM are treated as a user context matrix and a context-behavior matrix, respectively. However, the training target is no longer a rating matrix, but a user behavior matrix. The new version of SLIM is named CoSLIM, which uses elastic-net as a training method that is quite different from CoMF. In addition to these two comparison methods, we also implemented the linear low-rank regression (LoCo) [11] as the state-of-the-art approach to compare with the SCR approach. LoCo also compresses context information by using the truncated SVD technique so that the context-behavior matrix can be decomposed into several low rank matrices. In the following experiments, we compare the low-rank compression based LoCo model and the auto-encoder compression based SCR model in both performance and efficiency. Since there are four versions of SCR, the experiment contains a total of seven compared methods. The description of each method is given below.
• CoMF -the Context-aware BPR-MF for predicting new user behavior.
• CoSLIM -the Context-aware SLIM for predicting new user behavior. • LoCo -the linear Low-rank regression for Context-aware new user problem.
• SCR-U -the USER version of SCR.
• SCR-UB -the USER-BUSINESS version of SCR.
• SCR-UR -the USER-REVIEW version of SCR.
• SCR-UBR -the USER-BUSINESS-REVIEW version of SCR. We carried out a grid search of parameter settings. The adjustment range of each parameter is determined by the data volume and context characteristics of all data sets. The L-2 regularization factor λ 2 was tuned in the range of {0.01, 0.1} with step 0.01. For SLIM, we tuned the L-1 regularization term λ 1 within {0.001, 0.01} with step 0.001. The low-rank number of LoCo was set to be the same as the dimension of the second hidden layer in SCR, because we want to compare the performance of LoCo and SCR with the same compression ratio of contexts. The neighbor number of SCR was tuned in the range of {5, 100} with step 5. The search results of optimal parameter values are listed in Table 4 .
Based on these settings, the performance results of behavior prediction for new users are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , where HoGa, HoTr, CoTe, and ArEn are the abbreviated names of the four datasets. In general, the SCR family achieves stable and relatively good performance in all datasets, in particular, the USER-BUSINESS-REVIEW version SCR (SCR-UBR) that combines all the encoded contexts outperforms all the other algorithms. The SCR approaches not only extract the main components of the contextual vectors by the Scalable Context Encoder (SCE) but also combine these compressed vectors in different ways. However, it should be noted that not all the contexts contribute to improving predictions. For example, the USER-REVIEW version of SCR (SCR-UR) cannot achieve the same effect as the USER-BUSINESS version of SCR (SCR-UB). LoCo performs almost as well as SCR-UBR on the dataset CoTe because it also performs principal component extraction on context information; however, LoCo's performance on the other three data sets is not as good as the SCR family. LoCo can effectively compress long contextual vectors and extract their main components using the truncated SVD technique, which is not as stable as the auto-encoder. Specifically, AE has a decoding process, so the context principal component is kept as stable as possible during the encoding process. In contrast, truncated SVD is simply a process of extracting principal components without restoring contexts. For CoMF and CoSLIM, their overall performances are not as good as LoCo and SCR. The main reason is that they do not extract the main components of the contexts, which affects the accuracy of the context-behavior mapping. In addition to performance, the efficiency of these models is also a factor that needs to be considered. Thus, in the next section, we show efficiency of the SCR family in saving training time.
D. THE EFFICIENT TRAINING OF SCR
The SCR approaches are based on the encoded contextual vectors that have much lower dimensions than those of the original vectors. The lower dimension means less training time. However, one bottleneck of the SCR family is that too many neighbors would increase the training time of the model. It can be seen from Table 4 that the optimal numbers of neighbors are all greater than or equal to 20. Although these local neighbor models can run in parallel, the total training time increases as the number of neighbors increases. Therefore, we tend to investigate whether our approach can maintain good performance with relatively small number of neighbors to achieve the advantage of saving training time. In particular, we adjusted the neighbor number of all the SCR models to 10, while keeping other parameters unchanged to conduct a new comparison experiment.
It can be seen from Table 5 that both CoMF and CoSLIM consumed much more time than other methods in training, because they adopted the original uncompressed vectors to learn parameters. For context compression approaches such as LoCo and SCR, we set the low rank number of LoCo to be consistent with the second hidden layer dimension of SCR-U to facilitate a fair comparison. Therefore, the context compression ratios of both LoCo and SCR-U are the same. In the small HoGa dataset, LoCo runs fastest and has advantages on both NDCG@10 and NDCG@50, whereas the SCR approaches achieve the best performances on the other metrics. The long contextual vectors in the other three datasets (i.e., HoTr, CoTe, ArEn) validate the advantage of speeding up training of SCR. For example, although LoCo has a clear advantage in the CoTe dataset, SCR-U achieves a SPEED-UP value of 798.9750, which is much faster than the value 259.4972 of LoCo, where the calculation of SPEED-UP values is described in the caption of Table 5 . Furthermore, in HoTr and ArEn datasets, the SCR family obtains advantages in terms of both training time and other metrics. In particular, SCR-U is the fastest member of the SCR family, because it only uses the encoded user contexts for training. Therefore, it can be used in scenarios where only user context is available, that is, a pure cold start situation. The advantages of the scalable combination of encoded contexts are demonstrated by the performances of various SCR approaches on different datasets. For example, the USER-BUSINESS-REVIEW version of SCR (SCR-UBR) has relatively good performance in the ArEn dataset, whereas the USER-BUSINESS version of SCR (SCR-UB) performs better in both HoGa and HoTr than the other SCR members. Therefore, when rich item and review information is available, using these two versions of SCR can have better performance. Specifically, in the case of limiting the number of neighbors (e.g., 10 neighbors), the SCR approaches can speed up training while maintaining relatively good performance. It fully reflects the necessity of combining a context encoding strategy with ensemble learning, which can achieve both efficiency and performance improvements. Because ensemble learning requires the simple design of individual sub-models and simple input to improve efficiency, the auto encoding of contexts meets this requirement. Therefore, SCR is a generalized method to effectively predict new user behavior in context-aware recommendations.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a recommender to solve the new user problem by combining the information learning ability of the neural network with the efficient training ability of the factorization model. Specifically, we solve the fundamental problem of information asymmetry between new users and old users by making full use of the advantages of these two categories of models. One highlight of the recommender is to fuse and map the rich information of old users to the limited information of a new user for predicting the behavior of that new user. Another highlight is that the recommender can save training time with a small number of neighbors when the contexts have been encoded.
For future work, we will consider dividing this model into off-line and on-line parts. SCE is the off-line part to encode contexts, whereas the prediction part can be on-line in order to efficiently predict the new user behavior. This design of extending the SCR approach does not simply separate the model into two parts. Instead, the interaction between the on-line and off-line parts must also be considered in the future. 
